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ioncube and the ioncube logo are trademarks of ioncube ltd. all rights reserved. ioncube and the ioncube logo are registered trademarks of ioncube ltd. ioncube and the ioncube logo are trademarks of ioncube ltd. prices exclude vat. ioncube php encoder for php 4 / php 5 offers the compiled php encoding by
using obfuscated bytecode plus there is an optional encryption of the non-php files. php scripts are very simple and easy to read, change and run on any php enabled system. encoding of php offers some important benefits like website designers which will protect creative work and a revenue stream from future
script updates. product developers can protect as well as license your code before the distribution and time stretching is ideal for protecting the evaluation copies. ioncube php encoder for php 4 / php 5 protects php scripts with the compiled bytecode for enhanced performance and protection. you can produce
the encoded php files to run on the latest php 7.3 and earlier. it enables the one way transformation of the variables and function, method and class names. it prevents file tampering through use of the digital signatures and it also prevents the replacement of the encoded files by others. all in all ioncube php
encoder for php 4 / php 5 is an impressive application which can be used for protecting php source code from simple observation and change by compiling the bytecode. you can also download embarcadero radphp xe v3. ioncube php encoder for php 4 / php 5 offers the compiled php encoding by using
obfuscated bytecode plus there is an optional encryption of the non-php files. php scripts are very simple and easy to read, change and run on any php enabled system. encoding of php offers some important benefits like website designers which will protect creative work and a revenue stream from future script
updates. product developers can protect as well as license your code before the distribution and time stretching is ideal for protecting the evaluation copies. ioncube php encoder for php 4 / php 5 protects php scripts with the compiled bytecode for enhanced performance and protection. you can produce the
encoded php files to run on the latest php 7.3 and earlier. it enables the one way transformation of the variables and function, method and class names. it prevents file tampering through use of the digital signatures and it also prevents the replacement of the encoded files by others. all in all ioncube php
encoder for php 4 / php 5 is an impressive application which can be used for protecting php source code from simple observation and change by compiling the bytecode.
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it took me just a few releases to figure out the best way to manage the encoding process. i create a directory for the release and copy the source into a subdirectory. i also create a zend and an ioncube directory at this same level. i encode into those two directories (using a subdirectory). if you know the platform
you are going to distribute ioncube into, then you can drastically reduce the size by only distributing the one library file that supports your version of php/environment. in the case of an ioncube encoded file, you can add the ioncube_loader_src_path_debug directive to the php.ini file (location depends on your php

installation). this will add the path to the directory containing the ioncube_loader.dll file to the include_path array. this allows you to use relative paths when writing php code. the phpbolt ioncube loader is very fast, and the only reason to use a different loader is if you need to specify an absolute path to the
ioncube_loader.dll file. the phpbolt loader uses the same loader dll, so it will support the same php versions that ioncube will support. - another thing to consider is that the loader dll will only be available for the php version that the ioncube php encoding supports. so if the ioncube loader supports php 5.2 but

your phpbolt binary only supports php 5.3, then the loader will not be available. encrypting source code is essential to ensure that your source code is not compromised and is only able to be executed by a defined set of machines. in the case of php this is a very important task as it is a very widely used language
and it is estimated that more than half of all websites currently use php. the encoder makes source code encryption easy and fast to do using the ioncube technology, and it is simple to use as it has no special configuration, no additional libraries and no configuration files. 5ec8ef588b
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